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Address Bohemia Cristal Handelsgesellschaft 
Christian-Höfer-Ring 54 
95100 Selb

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Simax Collection
Borosilicate glass 3.3
Casseroles and roasters
Casseroles and roasters
Fat free cooking
Casserole sets
Teapots and cups
Glass teapots
Teapots with plastic accessories
Glasses
Accessories
Pots
Measuring cups
Storage containers
Mixing bowls
Baking forms
Distributions network in CR
 Export
Directions for use
Interpretative notes
Laboratory and Technical Glass
Laboratory boiling glassware
Blown and pressed laboratory glassware
Laboratory bottles
Volumetric glassware
Laboratory apparatus
Other laboratory glassware
Laboratory porcelain
Test tubes
Distributions network in CR
Lab. apparatuses and facilities
Distillation apparatus
Laboratory burners
Laboratory facilities
Laboratory apparatuses
Glassdosing pumps
Sales office
Glass Tubes
Tubing
Profile tubing
Capillary
Flat capillary
Corner capillary
Rods
Flat rods
Profile rods
Technical informations
Distributions network in CR
Industrial Apparatus
Glass apparatus parts
Piping parts
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Valves and cocks
Jointing and packing elements
Supporting and fixing parts
Standard assemblies of apparatus
Individual assemblies for technological processes
reagent bottles
media bottles
ISO bottles
beakers
measuring cylinders
measuring flasks
round flasks
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